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The Internet economy of the G-20 countries is
estimated at roughly $4 trillion today [4]. How
does an ecosystem that is built on top of a hand-
ful of simple protocols (such as IP, TCP, DNS,
DHCP, HTTP and TLS) manage to deliver such
high value? Key to this success is the openness
of the Internet, based on an end-to-end design
philosophy for applications and services. Any
Internet application works the same way any-
where in the world, and can be used over any
low-level networking technology. The network
may affect performance and usability, but not
functional compatibility. This emphasis on end-
to-end design ensures universal interoperability,
and leads to an expanding (rather than frag-
mented) marketplace for applications and ser-
vices as the Internet grows. Most importantly,
applications do not have to be modified to bene-
fit from networking improvements.
This article puts forth the view that it is cru-
cial to preserve this end-to-end design philoso-
phy even as the tectonic forces of mobile com-
puting and cloud computing converge upon each
other. Their convergence exposes many short-
term business opportunities that are tempting,
but would lead to violations of the Internet’s
end-to-end design philosophy. Instead, we advo-
cate an open ecosystem based on the concept of
cloudlets that run open-source derivatives of the
OpenStack cloud computing software. We show
how such an ecosystem can support many excit-
ing new classes of mobile applications that lever-




Why is the cloud relevant to mobile computing?
One reason is access to cloud services such as
Google Maps, YouTube, Netflix, Facebook and
Twitter. A second reason, unique to mobile
devices, is for offloading operations to improve
performance and to extend battery life. The rich
sensing capabilities of a mobile device (such as
accelerometer, microphone, and camera) can
then be combined with compute-intensive or
data-intensive cloud processing. The Apple Siri
voice recognition system, the Google Goggles
augmented reality system, and the Amazon Silk
browser are examples of systems that use this
approach.
Improvements in mobile devices will not
eliminate the need for offloading some computa-
tions. Table 1 illustrates the consistent large gap
in the processing power of typical server and
mobile device hardware over a 16-year period.
This stubborn gap reflects a fundamental reality
of user preferences. The most sought-after fea-
tures of a mobile device are light weight, small
size, and long battery life. By using the cloud,
such a device can overcome its computational
limitations.
The term “cloud” evokes centralization.
Today, a cloud service is typically consolidated
into a few large data centers. Unfortunately,
global consolidation implies large average sepa-
ration between a mobile device and its cloud.
End-to-end communication then involves many
network hops and results in high latencies. How-
ever, low end-to-end latency is crucial for many
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of the applications sketched later. Can the bene-
fits of cloud computing be preserved without
excessive end-to-end latency?
Figure 1 shows how this can be accomplished
using a two-level architecture. The first level is
today’s unmodified cloud infrastructure. The
second level consists of dispersed elements with
no hard state called cloudlets [12]. A cloudlet is
effectively a “second-class data center” with soft
state generated locally or cached from the first
level. By using persistent caching instead of hard
state, the management of cloudlets is kept sim-
ple in spite of their physical dispersal at the edge
of the Internet. Replacing a cloudlet is concep-
tually similar to replacing a networking element
such as router. The central message of this arti-
cle is that cloudlets should be viewed as Internet
infrastructure, subject to the same principles of
openness, transparency and end-to-end design
mentioned earlier. This viewpoint is consistent
with Cisco’s concept of fog computing [2] and
Wang et al.’s concept of micro clouds [15].
In the two-level model of Fig. 1, data center
proximity to mobile devices is achieved by
cloudlets without limiting the consolidation
achievable in the cloud. Communication between
the cloud and a cloudlet is outside the critical
path of interactive mobile applications. In addi-
tion to the latency benefit, cloudlets also provide
a bandwidth benefit. The one-hop wireless band-
width between a mobile device and cloudlet can
be much higher than the end-to-end bandwidth
into the cloud. This can help bandwidth-inten-
sive applications such as real-time computer
vision analytics for a large number of video cam-
eras monitoring a city.
The architecture shown in Fig. 1 is agnostic
with respect to the type of wireless communica-
tion between mobile device and cloudlet. How
“low” is low enough for latency, and how “high”
is high enough for bandwidth, will depend on
the specific application in question. For the
demanding class of latency-sensitive applications
discussed later, an end-to-end latency of less
than 10 ms (including cloud/cloudlet processing)
is a good target. For the less demanding class of
interactive applications discussed later, a target
of 60–70 ms is acceptable. For scalable deploy-
ment of the bandwidth-hungry applications dis-
cussed later, a data rate of 100 Mb/s is a good
target; however, proof of concept deployments
can live with data rates in the tens of Mb/s.
These targets are most easily achieved today
using Wi-Fi technology, cloudlet research has
tended to focus on Wi-Fi in the past. However,
the growing interest in cloudlets among cellular
network providers is likely to lead to enhanced
activity in this space. Nokia recently unveiled an
LTE base station that includes cloudlet-like ser-
vice hosting infrastructure [10], and Agarwal et
al. [1] make the case for cloudlets at the level of
femto-cells.
The importance of cloudlets can be seen in
the results shown in Fig. 2 for augmented reality
and face recognition on a mobile device. Full
details of these experiments and many others
can be found in the paper by Ha et al. [9]. An
image from the mobile device (located in Pitts-
burgh, PA) is transmitted over a Wi-Fi first hop
to a cloudlet or to an Amazon data center. The
image is processed at the destination by comput-
er vision code executing within a virtual machine
(VM). For augmented reality, buildings in the
image are recognized and labels corresponding
to their identities are transmitted back to the
mobile device. For face recognition, the identity
of the person is returned. Each curve in Fig. 2
corresponds to the CDF of the observed
response time distribution. The ideal curve is a
step function that jumps to 1.0 at the origin. Fig-
ure 2 shows that this ideal is best approximated
by a cloudlet. End-to-end latency plays a domi-
nant role, as shown by the worsening response
time curves corresponding to more distant AWS
locations. Increasing response time also increas-
es the per-operation energy consumption on the
mobile device. This value is shown beside the
corresponding label in the middle of the figure.
For example, the mobile device consumes 1.1 J
on average to perform an augmented reality
operation on the cloudlet, but 3.1 J, 5.1 J, and so
on when performing it on AWS-East, AWS-
West, etc. Although these results were obtained
on AWS, similar results can be expected with
any offload service that is concentrated in a few
large data centers.
The label “mobile-only” in Fig. 2 corresponds
to a case where no offloading is performed, and
the computer vison code is run on the mobile
device. In spite of avoiding the energy and per-
formance cost of Wi-Fi communication, the data
shows that mobile-only does worse than using
the cloudlet. Offloading is clearly important for
these applications.
There is a tradeoff between the density of
cloudlet deployment and total infrastructure
cost. Higher density tends to increase the likeli-
hood that a mobile device will find a cloudlet
just one network hop away. However, dense
infrastructure is also more expensive. Striking
the right balance will require real-world deploy-
ment and business experience. The use of persis-
tent caching, leading to the “second-class” nature
of cloudlets, reduces the marginal cost of deploy-
ing a cloudlet relative to deploying that hard-
ware in the cloud.
Table 1. Evolution of hardware performance (Source: adapted from Flinn [7]).
Year
Typical Server Typical Handheld or Wearable
Processor Speed Device Speed
1997 Pentium II 266 MHz Palm Pilot 16 MHz 
2002 Itanium 1 GHz Blackberry 5810 133 MHz
2007 IntelCore 2
9.6 GHz
(4 cores) Apple iPhone 412 MHz
2011 Intel XeonX5
32 GHz
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MOBILE TOMORROW: 
A NEW WORLD BECKONS
Cloudlets are a disruptive force in mobile com-
puting. First, they bring energy-unlimited high-
end computing within one wireless hop of mobile
devices, thereby enabling new applications that
are both compute-intensive and latency-sensitive.
Second, they can process high data rate sensor
inputs (such as video) close to the edge of Inter-
net, thereby reducing demand for ingress band-
width into the cloud. Third, they can serve as
proxies for cloud services when the cloud is
unavailable due to failures or cyberattacks,
thereby improving the robustness and availability
of cloud services. In the sections below, we
briefly sketch some of the new genres of mobile
applications made possible by cloudlets.
WEARABLE COGNITIVE ASSISTANCE
Using wearable devices for deep cognitive assis-
tance was first suggested nearly a decade ago,
but is only now within reach of practical imple-
mentation. Such a system could be created by
combining context-aware real-time scene inter-
pretation (including recognition of objects, faces,
activities, signage text, and sounds) with deep
reasoning (using a cognitive engine such as
IBM’s Watson [5]). Ha et al. [8] describe the
architecture of a system called Gabriel (Fig. 3)
that uses Google Glass devices with cloudlets to
provide mobile, real-time cognitive assistance.
Gabriel is layered on top of OpenStack++,
which is described later. Such a system could
offer helpful guidance, much as a GPS naviga-
tion system guides a driver. Imagine scenarios
like this:
After his traumatic brain injury in the Iraq war,
Ron often forgets the names of friends and rela-
tives. He also forgets how to do simple tasks. His
new cognitive assistance system offers hope. Now,
when Ron looks at a person for a few seconds, that
person’s name is whispered in his ear; when he is
cooking, he is guided step by step through the
recipe; if he is outdoors, he is reminded of where
he is going and how to get there. The quality of
Ron’s life has improved greatly.
The low end-to-end latency of cloudlets is
crucial in this application because humans are
acutely sensitive to delays in the critical path of
interaction. Delays longer than tens of millisec-
onds will distract and annoy a mobile user who
is already attention challenged. At the same
time, cognitive engines such as those shown in
Fig. 3 require the memory and processing
resources of a small data center. The massively
parallel nature of systems like Watson are simply
not compatible with running them entirely on a
mobile device.
Human cognition involves the synthesis of
outputs from real-time analytics on multiple sen-
sor stream inputs. A human conversation, for
example, involves many diverse inputs: the lan-
guage content and deep semantics of the words,
the tone in which they are spoken, the facial
expressions and eye movements with which they
are spoken, and the body language and gestures
that accompany them. All of these distinct chan-
nels of information have to be processed and
combined in real time for full situational aware-
ness. There is substantial evidence that human
brains achieve this impressive feat of real-time
processing by employing completely different
neural circuits in parallel and then combining
their outputs [11]. Each neural circuit is effec-
tively a processing engine that operates in isola-
tion of others, a viewpoint shared by work on
Hierarchical Temporal Memory [3]. Coarse-
grain parallelism is thus at the heart of human
cognition, and this is reflected in the Gabriel
architecture shown in Fig. 3.
EDGE ANALYTICS IN THE INTERNET OF THINGS
Cloudlets can also reduce ingress bandwidth into
the cloud. For example, consider an application
in which many of the mobile devices shown in
Fig. 1 are continuously transmitting live video to
the cloud for content analysis. The cumulative
data rate from even a small fraction of users in a
modest-sized city would saturate its metropolitan
area network: 12,000 users transmitting 1080p
video would require a 100 Gbps link; a million
users would require 8.5 Tbps!
GigaSight [14] shows how cloudlets can solve
this problem. Video from a mobile device only
travels as far as its currently-associated cloudlet.
Computer vision analytics are run on the
cloudlet in near real-time, and only the results
(e.g. content tags, recognized faces, etc.) along
with meta-data (e.g., owner, capture location,
timestamp, etc.) are sent to the cloud. This can
reduce ingress bandwidth into the cloud by three
to six orders of magnitude. GigaSight also shows
how tags and meta-data in the cloud can guide
deeper and more customized searches on the
content of a video segment during its (finite)
retention period on a cloudlet. 
A video camera is only one example of a high
data rate sensor in the future Internet of Things.
Another example is a modern aircraft, which can
generate nearly half a terabyte of sensor data on
Figure 1. Two-level cloud-cloudlet architecture.
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a flight (www.computerworlduk.com/news/infra-
structure/3433595). Real-time analysis of this
data on a cloudlet in the aircraft could generate
timely guidance for preventive maintenance, fuel
economy, and other benefits.
AUTOMOTIVE ENVIRONMENTS
The latency and bandwidth benefits of cloudlets
are especially relevant in the context of automo-
biles. For the foreseeable future, cloud connec-
tivity from a moving automobile will be 3G, 4G
or (eventually) 5G. An important question is
whether cloudlets should be placed within auto-
mobiles or at cell towers. We see value in both
alternatives, as shown in Fig. 4. This architecture
can be viewed as a mapping of Fig. 1 to the
automotive context.
An application such as a multi-player video
game for the passengers of an automobile is best
hosted on the automobile’s cloudlet. Only for
automobiles without cloudlets (such as old cars
on the road, or for the lowest-end cars of the
future) does it make sense to use the cell tower
cloudlet for such an application. For other appli-
cations such as collaborative real-time avoidance
of road hazards, the cell tower cloudlet is the
optimal hosting site. For example, if one auto-
mobile in a cohort hits a pothole or swerves to
avoid a fallen tree branch, the coordinates of the
hazard can be rapidly shared within the cell
tower cloudlet and then used for avoidance by
the other automobiles in that cohort. This kind
of transient local knowledge can also be provid-
ed when an automobile arrives in the coverage
region of a cell tower.
An automobile cloudlet could also perform
real-time analytics of high data rate sensor
streams from the engine and other sources. They
can alert the driver to imminent failure or to the
need for preventive maintenance. In addition,
such information can also be transmitted to the
cloud for integration into a database maintained
by the vehicle manufacturer. Fine-grain analysis
of such anomaly data may reveal model-specific
defects that can be corrected in a timely manner.
MOBILE ACCESS TO THE LEGACY PC WORLD
In addition to the futuristic applications dis-
cussed earlier, cloudlets can also enable mobile
access to the huge legacy world of Windows-
based desktop applications. These are likely to
remain important for many years to come. Using
these applications on a mobile device such as an
Android tablet is a challenge today. Running a
local VM with a Windows guest environment is
rarely feasible since these mobile devices are
typically ARM-based and therefore not instruc-
tion-set compatible with Intel x86 desktops.
Modifying individual applications to become
cloud-based (e.g., Microsoft Office 365) is feasi-
ble, but time-consuming and expensive. Enabling
seamless access from mobile devices to the
unmodified legacy Windows world is a less dis-
ruptive and more cost-effective solution.
Figure 5 shows how cloudlets can help. A VM
encapsulating the personal desktop environment
of a user is run on a cloudlet, and the user con-
nects to it through a remote desktop protocol. No
legacy code executes on the user’s mobile device,
since it is merely being used for input and output.
The usability of a remote desktop protocol is crit-
ically dependent on low latency and good band-
width. These attributes are exactly what cloudlets
offer. To achieve the state shown in Fig. 5, an
instance of the user’s desktop VM image has to
be rapidly created on a cloudlet nearby. As the
user moves, it may become necessary to suspend
the VM and resume it on a different cloudlet that
is closer to the user. Our work in the Internet
Suspend/Resume (ISR) system has demonstrated
the feasibility of these steps.
HOSTILE ENVIRONMENTS
Implicit in the convergence of mobile and cloud
computing is the assumption that the cloud is
easily accessible at all times. In other words,
there is good end-to-end network quality and
few network or cloud failures. However, there
are usage contexts in which cloud access has to
be viewed as an occasional luxury rather than a
basic necessity. This viewpoint applies to several
important contexts that we refer to as hostile
environments.
The prime example of a hostile environment
is a theater of military operations. Another
example is a geographical region where recovery
is under way after a natural disaster or terrorist
attack. A third example is a developing country
with weak networking infrastructure. More gen-
erally, even a well-connected region of the pub-
lic Internet may become a hostile environment
under conditions of cyber attack.
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We have discussed elsewhere [13] that
cloudlets can play a foundational role for service
availability in hostile environments. Because of
physical proximity, the survivability characteris-
tics of a cloudlet are closer to its associated
mobile devices than to the distant cloud. During
failures, a cloudlet can serve as a proxy for the
cloud and perform its critical services. Upon
repair of the failure, actions that were tentatively
committed to the cloudlet may need to be prop-
agated to the cloud for reconciliation. These
issues are explored in more detail in the paper
cited earlier.
TACTILE INTERNET
Many new applications will arise as we move
from today’s world, where the Internet is used to
deliver content, to the next level where applica-
tions will control real and virtual objects as laid
out in the concept of the Tactile Internet [6].
These new applications will drive the require-
ments for end-to-end latency towards one mil-
lisecond. Only the concept of locally-available
cloudlets will enable us to realize this vision.
Even at the speed of light, 1 ms of total propa-
gation delay requires a cloudlet within 300 km.
In practice, cloudlets will have to be much closer
in order to ensure end-to-end delays that are
less than 1 ms. The emergence of 5G cellular
networks and the deployment of cloudlets will





We have sketched a tantalizing new world. How-
ever, without viable business models for deploy-
ing cloudlets, this vision will merely be a mirage.
We face a classic bootstrapping problem. With-
out unique applications that can benefit, there is
no incentive for deploying cloudlets. Yet, with-
out large-enough deployments, it is too risky to
create new applications that critically depend on
cloudlets. How do we break this deadlock?
This state of affairs is similar to what existed
at the dawn of the Internet (early 1980s). An
open ecosystem attracted investment in infra-
structure and applications, without any single
entity bearing large risk or dominating the mar-
ket. Over time, this lead to the emergence of a
critical mass of Internet infrastructure and appli-
cations (such as email) that could uniquely bene-
fit from that infrastructure. By the time the
World Wide Web emerged as a “killer applica-
tion” circa 1992, sufficient Internet infrastructure
had already been deployed for growth to
explode.
We can follow a similar path to success with
cloudlets by nurturing the creation of an open
cloudlet ecosystem. Emergence of a broad range
of cloudlet-based mobile applications (E2E Ser-
vices) require the involvement and support of a
complex set of industries, communities and tech-
nology standards. Creating successful business
opportunities from these services will require
partnerships that jointly drive the business model
innovation and agreement on core technology
platforms. We examine below how all parts of
the value chain can benefit from the new E2E
Services:
•Infrastructure and Device Manufacturers:
These are industry players that provide telecoms
infrastructure, cloud infrastructures or mobile
devices. The common products in these areas
are commoditized already and the players are
under significant price pressure. Cloudlets offer
opportunities to differentiate and become an
innovation leader.
•Cloud software providers and application
developers: Cloud software providers are eager
to enable their cloud software stacks for new
cloud environments. The mobile edge cloud will
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be an excellent opportunity for them. Eventually,
the cloudlet concept has to become an integral
part of mobile application development. For this
to happen, cloudlets have to be simple to inte-
grate into mobile application software. In addi-
tion, the relevant developer communities have to
embrace the cloudlet concept.
•Telecoms Operators: Cellular network opera-
tors and Wi-Fi hotspot providers are under signif-
icant price pressure and are very interested in
new revenue opportunities. Since they own the
network edge, they are eager to offer cloudlet-
based services. Furthermore, cellular network
operators have already started to transition their
network components into the cloud (network
function virtualisation). Hence, the cloudlet com-
ponents at their network edge are just an exten-
sion of the distributed cloud system they are
already starting to build. Last but not least, mobile
operators are starting to roll out small-cell com-
ponents (e.g., pico-cells and femto-cells), C-RAN
technologies and indoor coverage services. These
technologies can be easily combined with cloudlet
components to enable new business.
•E2E service providers: These are providers
of services that utilize cloudlet infrastructure.
Each of the new application classes discussed
earlier is a source of E2E services. This is a
broad set of very different services and business
drivers that directly benefit from the cloudlet
concept.
•Service users: This is a mobile Internet user
(consumer or enterprise user) who derives value
from cloudlet-enabled E2E services. The key
advantage for this part of the value chain is a
paradigm shift in user experience driven by a
very responsive user interface. The phenomenal
market success of Apple products shows that
users are willing to pay significant premiums for
an improved mobile experience. Cloudlets
enable new services (such as wearable cognitive
assistance, described earlier) that are transfor-
mative. Crisp, low-latency access to data center
resources is essential for these services. The con-
cept of a Tactile Internet is well aligned with this
viewpoint.
As mentioned earlier, mainstream cloud com-
puting today is driven by the cost efficiencies
and economies of scale achievable through con-
solidation. Obviously, dispersed cloudlet infra-
structure at the network edge will not offer these
cost efficiencies. However, their unique and spe-
cific value to E2E services complements and
enhances the highly consolidated and cost-effec-
tive cloud systems of today. Premium pricing for
these services and infrastructure will therefore
be possible. These benefits to all parts of the
value chain are only achievable if fragmentation
of the marketplace is avoided. The goal can be
simply stated as follows:
As long as authentication, authorization and
billing criteria are met, any E2E service that is run-
ning on any mobile device should be able to lever-
age any cloudlet in the world. The decision to use a
particular cloudlet at a specific point in time should
be based solely on current pricing of cloudlet
resources and service-relevant performance criteria
(such as end-to-end latency, multi-tenancy load,
storage cache state, and availability of hardware
accelerators) rather than software compatibility.
The open cloudlet eco-system has already
started to evolve towards this goal. For example,
telecoms infrastructure provider NOKIA and
cloud software provider IBM started their joint
development of mobile edge technology in 2013
(http:/ /www.ibm.com/press/us/en/pressre-
lease/40490.wss). In February 2014, the first
mobile edge technologies were launched in the
market. In October 2014, four major cloud and
infrastructure companies (Huawei Technologies,
IBM, Intel, NOKIA) and two global operators
(NTT Docom and Vodafone) announced a new
industry specification group called “Mobile Edge
Computing (MEC)” (http://portal.etsi.org/
tb.aspx?tbid=826&SubTB=826). The first meet-
ing of this group was held in December 2014 in
Munich, and broader participation by other com-
panies is now being explored. This initiative is
being held under the auspices of the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI),
and it is well aligned with the cloudlet vision put
forth in this article. The MEC white paper refer-
enced above states:
“Mobile-edge Computing transforms base
stations into intelligent service hubs that are
capable of delivering highly personalized services
directly from the very edge of the network while
providing the best possible performance in
mobile networks. Proximity, context, agility and
speed can be translated into unique value and
revenue generation, and can be exploited by
operators and application service providers to
create a new value chain.”
Furthermore, Carnegie Mellon University is
creating an open source platform called Open-
Stack++ (http://elijah.cs.cmu.edu) that is a
derivative of the widely used OpenStack platform
for cloud computing (http://openstack.org). The
“++” refers to the unique extensions necessary
for use of OpenStack in cloudlet environments.
Some key components of OpenStack++ such as
cloudlet discovery and just-in-time provisioning
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have already been developed and are available as
open source. Work is in progress on other com-
ponents such as optimal cloudlet selection and
seamless cloudlet handoff. OpenStack++ aims
to be a universally deployable platform for
cloudlet-enabled mobile computing, above and
below which many proprietary hardware, soft-
ware and service innovations can emerge. 
CONCLUSION
The early stages of the convergence of mobile
computing and cloud computing are already under
way. There is a small window of opportunity to
shape this convergence so that it preserves open-
ness and cohesiveness of software interfaces and
network protocols in the new infrastructure that
will emerge. This path can lead to the kind of
explosive growth seen in the Internet itself. The
alternative path of multiple proprietary ecosystems
will lead to a fragmented marketplace that fails to
ignite exponential growth. Fortunately, there is
growing awareness among industry players of the
benefits of openness and end-to-end thinking in
this space. We are therefore optimistic that a sin-
gle open ecosystem will prevail in the converged
new world. Although simple in concept, cloudlets
are a disruptive force in mobile computing. Their
ability to provide low latency, high bandwidth
access to energy-unlimited high-end computing
within one wireless hop of mobile devices is trans-
formative. As this article has shown, many valu-
able applications can be created using cloudlets.
The potential marketplace for these services and
their infrastructure is enormous.
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